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Questionable Results:
Probable Cause

Operation mistake

Control solution not being shaken well

Retest according to correct steps

Shake control solution well and retest with a new test strip.

Use the first drop of control solution Retest with a new test strip

Expired or contaminated control solution Change a new vial control solution and retest.

Expired or contaminated test strip Change a new vial test strip and retest.

Temperature is too high or too low

Wrong correcting code

Equilibrate meter, test strip and control solution in room 
temperature for 30 minutes and retest.

Set correcting code which accordance with test strip 
package and retest.

Meter malfunction Contact customer service or local dealers

Action

Blood Glucose Testing

Prepare meter, strip, lancing device and lancet before test.

STEP 1: Wash your hands or use an alcohol swab to 
clean the fingertip. MAKE SURE YOUR HAND IS 
DRY BEFORE TESTING.

STEP 2: Unscrew the lancing device cover.

STEP 3: Insert a lancet into the lancing device until 
it comes to a full stop.
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STEP 4: Twist and pull to remove the lancet 
protector. Retain the lancet protector for safe 
lancet disposal.

STEP 5: Screw the lancing device cover back on.

STEP 6:  Twist the adjustable comfort tip to adjust 
the puncture depth.
Tips: 
1-2 (least depth) for soft or thin skin, 
3-4 (average depth) for average skin, 
5 (deepest depth) for thick or calloused skin. 

   The Sinocare lancing device is prepared and ready to lance your finger for a blood 
sample. 
The lancet is for single use only. To prevent the risk of blood borne pathogen transmission, 
it shall not be shared with other people. 

STEP 7: Pull the spring cover back to arm the 
lancing 

STEP 8:  Take a strip out of the strip vial. 
Immediately close the vial lid.
Attention: Finish test within 3 minutes after 
take out strip. Otherwise test result may 
be inaccurate.
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STEP 9:  Insert strip into the test strip port, The Safe 
AQ UG meter will beep and turn on.
The port marked with “G” is for blood glucose strip and 
the port marked with “U” is for uric acid strip. If 
blood glucose strip inserted, “GLU” will be displayed 
on the bottom-left of the screen, if uric acid strip inserted, 
“UA” will be displayed on the top-left of the screen. 
After test strip inserted, the meter will display flashing 
blood drop symbol and you can apply blood sample.

Attention:
● If blood is not applied within 3 minutes, the meter will automatically turn off. Reinsert the 
strip and begin test.
● If the meter display “E-2”, it means the environment temperature is beyond 40℃ or 
below 5℃, Please put the meter, strip, control solution at appropriate place (10℃~35℃), 
wait at least 30 minutes and test again. 
● The test strip port must be match the inserted strip, or else the meter will not turn on.
● The meter can test blood glucose and uric acid together.

STEP 10:Take Blood Sample 
Make sure the lancing device is pressed firmly to 
your finger. Press the button to lance. 
Attention: If you didn’t get enough blood sample, 
please gently massage your finger. DO NOT 
SQUEEZE YOUR FINGER. Refer to step 6 to 
adjust puncture depth and lance again.

STEP 11: Apply blood sample
When the meter screen displays a flashing blood drop 
symbol “     ”, apply the blood sample to the reaction 
chamber.
Attention: 
● Apply blood sample only the blood drop symbol “     ” flashing.
● Before applying blood sample, the disinfection ethanol in the puncture site should 
completely volatilize.
● Hold the tip of the test strip to the blood drop until the meter beeps. Visually confirm that 
the blood sample fills the entire reaction chamber at the end of the test strip.
● Do not move meter or strip and press main button when testing.
● If you didn’t apply enough blood sample to test strip, use a new test strip to test again. 
● Do not use test strip press finger firmly, otherwise it may cause inaccurate test result.
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Caution:
DO NOT smear or scrape the blood onto the Test Strip 
DO NOT apply blood to the Test Strip when the Test Strip is not in the test strip port. 
DO NOT put blood or foreign objects into the test strip port.

STEP 12: Read the result
Blood glucose testing:  After a 5-second count down, 
the meter displays the test result in mg/dL or mmol/L .
Uric acid testing: After a 25-second count down, the 
meter displays the test result in mg/dL or μmol/L.

Attention: If the meter displays “E-3”, lease read the blood glucose testing section 
carefully and use a new test strip test again. 

STEP 13:  Eject the strip.

Used test strip and lancet may be biohazardous. Please discard them carefully according 
to local regulation requirements. 
If the meter is used by multiple people, use 75% alcohol to clean meter surface after 
testing to avoid pathogen infection. 

STEP 14:  Remove the lancing device cover. With 
the lancet protector on the table, stick the needle 
of the lancet into the protector. Eject the lancet 
and screw the lancet cover back on.


